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Floorcare

A Better TwinTec… By Design

Brush and Pad selection

45cm  Long life heavy duty  
scrubbing brush

45cm  Long life light duty  
scrubbing brush

45cm Light duty scrubbing brush

The power to perform TT4045
40cm PadLoc pad drive system

45cm Heavy duty scrubbing brush

A perfect example  
   of engineering and  
      common sense  
          meeting head on.

The cable/electric 
scrubber dryer is the 
perfect example of 
innovation, quality  
and price … 
performance you  
can rely on and floors 
never cleaner!

A full range of brush and pad drive systems are available for the TT4045 in order to provide the 
correct specification for the type of floor to be maintained. All brushes are fully interchangeable 
and can be varied to suit changing conditions or a change in location.

Model Brush 
Motor

Vac  
Motor Power Brush 

Speed Range Pad/Brush 
width Capacity Weight Dimensions 

(WxLxH)

TT4045 1500W 1000W 220-240V  50Hz 150rpm 42m 40/45cm 40L 57Kg 470x890x 
1180mm

TT4045 Specifications



TwinTec… TT4045 The inside story… long life, hardworking design
The cable TwinTec design concept is where it all started many years ago and it has been so reliable,     
    successful and well received that many of the original machines are still going strong after 20 years.

When the floorcare considerations are performance,  
power, and price... the TT cable machine stands proud.
The outstanding specification of the cable TwinTec machines is, without doubt, to the 
highest standard both in terms of design and equally in terms of performance.

The big advantage of cable machines is the amazing power provided by mains operation, 
three times that of battery machines, and, due to the lack of costly batteries and 24V 
components, the machines are truly cost effective, almost two for the price of one. Cable 
machines are used extensively in many industrial applications where floors are quite often 
rough and exceptionally dirty.

The Chassis
The TT-4045 is based on a full stainless steel  
chassis and packed with truly meaningful,  
innovative features that have been developed  
by years of experience. The combination of  
stainless steel, Structofoam and polyform tanks 
ensures durability.

The Power System

Total control

No expense has been spared when selecting the motor modules 
  with the industrial TwinFlo vacuum motor providing the exceptional  
    wet pick up performance whilst the heavy duty brush motor with  
     its oil filled, low load, planetary gearbox provides maximum  
      power transmission direct to the floor.  

Simplicity is sometimes the best policy and this applies  
to the TT control system and the fully adjustable  
operator handle, ensuring maximum convenience  
of both use and control. Simple On/Off trigger control, 
independent switching and exceptional manoeuvrability ensures 
ease of use for all operators. 

Simple operational control

TwinFlo suction motor

Heavy duty power drive

Trigger control

The Tanks Flexifill 1m easy fill hose

Polyform 40L dirty water tank

Polyform 40L clean water tank

The superstructure comprises 40 litre clean  
     and dirty water heavy duty polyform tanks  
              designed to provide a truly robust  
                    structure and equipped with a 
                       series of advanced, yet  
                            practical, features. Large capacity trash basket

Deck tilt 
system

Full stainless steel chassis

DeckLoc tilt mechanism

Structofoam brush deck

Semi-Parabolic floor tool


